It also allows us to capture a historical record of our current viewpoint.
Ue are not the architects of the multiprocessors we will describe. Ue are not even the primary systems programmers, who create the operating system and operating environment within which the user operates.
We are users of the system. But we are not arms-length users, as arp the neo^« ~x -
users, as are the users of a typical university computation center.
For to use such a system one must indeed create a special programming system on it.
Thus we are, shall we say, systems exploiters, are just coming deeply into contact with our multiprocessor, find ourselves facing many issues of how to exploit the system a program it -of how to make it yield to our will.
First we will sketch the multiprocessors that we are concerned with.
There are only two of them, and we, the authors, are actually working on only one. With this as background, we will discuss seven programming issues. Figure 1 ) accomplishes this for C.mmp and BCP (see Figure 2 ) does so for the PLURIBUS IMP. A speech understanding system is a system that takes in an utterance and determines the meaning of the utterance in the light of a specific task context. Such systems are being constructed at several places [Newell, 1973] . One of these efforts is at CMU and we are pursuing it independently of any interest in multiprocessors. 1) Lvf is a total environment so that one need not rely on other systems to produce the required software.
2) L>v is completely accessible to the user to modify and adapt to his own needs.
3) The surface syntax of the language is easily modified by the user.
4) The system is interactive and built around a symbol man i puI at i on Ianguage. Others, such as protection, may be subject to ingenious trade-offs between flexibility and computing cost (for checking protection). For example, one can think of compiling out restricted protection schemes so that a minimum of checking has to be done dynamically.
Ue have attempted to expose a set of programming issues that we have encountered in beginning to use a multi-mini-processor. Ue confess our fundamental ignorance of the correct formulationsto say nothing of the correct solutions -for most of these problems in this new environment. Perhaps these will no longer look like the important problems after we obtain more experience. That experience is now enveloping us day after day.
